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The writing of a doctoral thesis for people that never undertook such venture

might resemble a sailing in the quiet seas of science. After all, to the external

world, the daily activities of a researcher probably looks quite routinary: a lot

of reading, contemplating, programming, the inescapable computer as fellow

traveler and here and there the occasional conference or seminar to alleviate

the monotony. Not exactly a world of passion, it would seem.

Well, if there is one thing and one thing only, that I learned in the four years

spent over the research that generated the work in front of you is that there

could not be anything farther from the truth. More than a quite sailing the past
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way that research can be extremely frustrating, tiring and lonely, but equally

thrilling, intriguing and rewarding. More than the intellectual challenge that

the writing of a Ph.D thesis inevitably poses, the single hardest obstacle that
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modestly, I will limit myself to those few that I esteem worthy of particular

mention either for the role played in the actual writing of my thesis, or for the

constant presence at my side during the past four years.

I would like to start from those who bear particular responsibility in the

final output of my research having coauthored some of the Chapters in this

book. As you will start reading the present work, you will notice the use of

both the first person singular and plural when describing the research depend-

ing on the chapters. The choice is not casual: in this thesis I means I and we
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Chapter 3 to Joop Hartog and Hans van Ophem and that of Chapter 5 to Hans
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have had the chance to work side by side with these two terrific researchers for

such an extended period. In different ways and in different fields, they both

thought me a lot about the science of economics and what being an economist

really means and if I am still far from being a knowledgeable practitioner of

this profession, the blame falls exclusively on me. It might seem that kind

words for your supervisors are due as a form of academic bon-ton, but this is

not the case here as I truly believe that I could have not asked for better guid-

ance in the often daunting process of writing a PhD thesis.
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group I would like to express my specific thank to Monique de Haan for her
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bers of the Human Capital (or the many names this research group goes and

went under) group here at the UvA were always ready to help and answer to
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her door was always open and her suggestion always helpful, for that I will

always be grateful.

I thank my three paranimfs (even though one will remain unofficial) Ben,
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Being the Italian man that I am, no acknowledgments would be complete
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hard for her to accept. You always made me feel loved and free, you truly

could have not done any better than that1.

1Even though my mom is working hard on her English (more or less) I want to make sure that
she understands what I wrote so here is the Italian version of my thank: "Da buon italiano quale
sono, non posso fare a meno di includere mia mamma Anna in qualsiasi ringraziamento che si
rispetti. Oltre alle ragioni per cosí dire "culturali" esistono peró una miriade di ragioni specifiche
per cui merita di essere menzionata. Essendo lo spazio a mia disposizione limitato, la ringarzio
per quella che in questo contesto é probabilmente la principale: il suo incondizionato supporto
per qualsiasi scelta io abbia mai preso, specialmente quelle particolarmente dolorose per lei da
accettare. Mi hai sempre fatto sentire amato e libero, realmente non avresti potuto fare di meglio."
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